VENUE SPECIFICATIONS
OPHELIA'S FEATURES A STATE OF THE ART SOUND SYSTEM, DELIVERING OVER 15,000 WATTS OF PRISTINE, CRYSTAL CLEAR SOUND.

STAGE DIMENSIONS: 26' X 13'
DRUM RISER: 84" W X 75" D

AUDIO
CONSOLE: SOUNDCRAFT ANALOG MH3
MAIN SPEAKERS: EAW QX364 (X4)
SUB WOOFERS: EAW SB1000 (X1), SB180 (X4), SB150 (X2)
MONITORS: EAW MW12 (X5)
PROCESSING: EAW UX3600 (X2) W/ GUNNESS FOCUSING
POWER BY QSC AMPS

SYSTEM IS OPTIMIZED AND TUNED FOR THE ROOM.
TELEFUNKEN M80 (X3)
SHURE SM58 (X10)
SHURE SM7 (X1)
SHURE BETA 52 (X1)
SHURE BETA 91 (X1)

LIGHTING
CHAUVE LEGENDS 412'S (4X): 58, 86, 114, 142
CHAUVE INTIMIDATOR 350'S - ON STAGE (4X): 170, 184, 198, 212
CHAUVE INTIMIDATOR 350'S - PERIMETER OF DANCE FLOOR (4X): 226, 240, 254, 268
ELATION 5R BEAM PLATINUM - UPSTAIRS OVER DANCE FLOOR (2X): 288, 312
DISCO BALL LED'S - 5CH. RGB DIMMER (4X): 370, 375, 380, 385
RADIANCE HAZER - UNIVERSE 2: 1 (HAZER), 2 (HAZER FAN)

VIDEO
CHRISTIE PROJECTOR WITH 25' SCREEN
NEC PROJECTOR WITH 12' SCREEN (STAGE DOWNSTAIRS)
OPTOMA EH501 PROJECTOR WITH 10' SCREEN (OUTSIDE)
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